
This article talks about different type of activism throughout history and how

activism has change over time and how activism was seen totally different back

them than now. Women suffrage movement in the late 19th was the beginning of

women activism. Women were demanding the right to vote. Activism is mostly

based on a change people want to make it happen throughout the years activism

has been use more and more due to the fact that people are becoming more of

specific problems like racism, hate against the LGBT community and how this

individuals are requesting protection and overall some type representation

because as a citizen they deserved respect just like everyone else and they

shouldn’t be mistreated because of their sexual orientation. Activism has more to

do with a change for want to accomplish for yourself or others. One major event

of activism was that black lives matter movement people of all ages went out in

the street on a peaceful protest to fight for black people live due to the increase

of death of black people by the new york police. This movement was so powerful

due to the new tools we have now like the internet, social media it was something

that went world wide and is something that back them we didn’t have so it made

it easier  for more people to get involved. The film number 1 “knock down the

house” basically talks about many important things and how we as working class

don’t have the same representation or no type of representation at all in the white

house. Alexandria ocasio-cortez is a hispanic women trying to make her way to

the united states congress. This film talks about how hard is for women to be

taken in consideration and how they have to work twice as hard than men for



their voice to be heard. In the film all this women are fighting for a purpose and

its to be able to represent the people of their district. Requirement  to go on the

ballot was 1,250 but because she was a women she had to get 10,000 to go on

the ballot. The congress is form of 81% white men who are millonare most of this

people are not concerned about poverty in lower class or climate change. They

don’t have the same passion as somebody that has been throught those type

situations. As is being said on the film you can’t have a person representing your

borough when they don’t even within the state they are representing. Alexandria

talks about how hard it was for her family to survive their financial crisis and she

said that probably millions of Americans are going through the same situation

and not having someone to represent them. This is why this was so important to

her because she knew how hard it was to be a middle class person in new york

city and this why she is fighting so hard to make  a change.


